
Is Space Hard?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYFLoTgO-xQ#t=14m40s

SpaceX failure 20_ planet labs satellites on board



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCWunnJXdm0#t=2m12s

Antares failure: 20+ Planet labs satellites on board

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCWunnJXdm0#t=2m12s
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We call these “doves”

We’ve launched over 100

They can see:

every tree that’s cut down

every army that moves

every building that’s built

every hectare that floods

every refugee camp that grows or shrinks

every iceberg or glacier that moves…

every day

for everyone








titan 34D from 1985 (right before Challenger, KH-11)




Titan failure 1986 (right after challenger, KH-9)




delta II 1997




Titan IV 1998




Zenit (sea launch) 2007

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3BB8SsIEtA




Proton 2013

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ5__1PPgNQ




Ariane 501 (1997)




GSLV India (2010)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mEIdng9G-c0




Orbital Sciences Antares (4th flight) Oct 2014

To give a sense of scale here: the1st stage of Orbital Sciences Antares uses 2 NK-33s - FROM THE OLD SOVIET N1





August 2014, Kodiak Alaska.

A three-stage solid fuel booster exploded four seconds into a flight intended to test a hypersonic glider for the Army. People in Kodiak city, about 30 miles away, report 
they saw or heard the explosion.

“There isn’t a whole lot of damage to anything,” AAC senior vice president and COO Mark Greby said from the site. "I’ve seen worse-looking after a hurricane.”




Falcon 9 Dev1 (3rd test flight) August 2014




Falcon 9 v1.1 (14th flight) June 2015




Virgin Galactic Spaceship 2 Oct 2014



Even Soyuz, one of the most reliable, has had failures, including recent recent successful Soyuz launch of Progress M-27M for ISS resupply.

During the launch the spacecraft achieved low Earth orbit, but a malfunction occurred near the end of the upper stage burn shortly before the separation of the Progress 
spacecraft, generating a debris field and leaving the spacecraft spinning and unable to be fully controlled. The spacecraft was deemed to be a total loss.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMiNjHjpunU
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Saturn 1 was the world’s first “heavy lift” vehicle.  
Over 10x the next most capable US launch vehicle 
1/6 Saturn V.   2/3 shuttle.  
Today’s largest launchers are about as powerful as S1B: Atlas V-551, Proton, H-IIB,  Delta IV heavy, Ariane 5-ES,
Falcon 9 v1.1 is about 70%
S1 first flight in 1961, S1B first flight 1966, last flight 1975, SV first flight 1967
uphill part of graph took 7 years, downhill part took ~45 years
ARPA (DARPA) started the S1, by contracting Von Braun’s group, at Army Redstone arsenal. 
Before the S1, there was no NASA.  When DARPA wanted to cancel S1, a new agency - NASA -was created to build and launch it.  



S1, S1B, SV

larger rocket —> larger payload to LEO

payload to LEO

payload to the moon

manned missions use launch escape tower, more on that later

no failures ever.
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“big data”

for all 100 or so launch vehicle types, we graph total liftoff mass (wet mass) versus payload mass delivered to LEO.

nothing really surprising here: more massive rockets can, in general, take more mass to orbit.

key concept: mass to orbit / total mass = payload mass fraction

Slope > 1 (power > 1) i.e. payload mass fraction increases as rocket mass increases
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the bigger the rocket, the bigger the payload mass fraction. Making a rocket 10x bigger allows it to carry 20x to 30x as much payload.

cost per kilo to orbit goes down as rockets get bigger (assuming rocket cost goes up as fast as mass, or less)

This makes sense, because most of the mass is propellant (r

3
), but most of the cost is structure (r

2
)


Payload mass fraction is a possible proxy for how economical a rocket is.
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unfortunately it has not been improving over the years.

But maybe cost of space launch has been getting cheaper anyway. We have new technology, right? We learn from experience, right?
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Unfortunately, it hasn’t gotten cheaper.

Parkin tried to do an economic analysis on this chart.

Why hasn’t it gotten cheaper over 50 years? 

Because we’ve been doing it the same way for 75 years.

Because “launch is hard”



Here’s what I mean.

This picture is from 75 years ago. It is from the dawn of the era of rocketry

coincidentally in Roswell, New Mexico, 75 years ago. 

Rocket without its casing. Thin-walled steel tanks containing liquid fuels and oxidizer, plumbing, turbopumps pump liquid propellants into a combustion chamber, nozzle, 
and guidance and control systems. With exception of the latter, everything is done the same way today.



The first stage used 30 NK-33 LOX/kerosene engines, send stage used 8, and over 100 were left over when the program was cancelled.  Some of these engines were 
sold to Aerojet.



The first stage used 30 NK-33 LOX/kerosene engines, send stage used 8, and over 100 were left over when the program was cancelled.  Some of these engines were 
sold to Aerojet.



The second N-1 vehicle…lifted into the night sky. As soon as it cleared the tower, there was a flash of light and debris could be seen falling from the bottom of the first 
stage. All the engines instantly shut down except engine #18. This caused the N-1 to lean over at a 45-degree angle and drop back onto launch pad 110 East. At that 
point, it was became the largest non-nuclear explosion in history. Built 7 complete flight units. 4 Launched. All 4 failed. 3 scrapped. 



Imaged by KH-8 in 1968

Each of the four attempts to launch an N1 failed; during the second launch attempt the N1 rocket crashed back onto its launch pad shortly after liftoff and exploded, 
resulting in one of the largest artificial non-nuclear explosions in human history. 
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Imaged by KH-8 in 1968

Each of the four attempts to launch an N1 failed; during the second launch attempt the N1 rocket crashed back onto its launch pad shortly after liftoff and exploded, 
resulting in one of the largest artificial non-nuclear explosions in human history. 



NK33s reconditioned and tested NASA Stennis in the US. Note massive fuel and oxidizer lines, turbo pumps. 

Russia has said it will no longer supply NK-33s to the US.



To give a sense of scale here: the1st stage of Orbital Sciences Antares uses 2 NK-33s - FROM THE OLD SOVIET N1



Here’s what I mean.

This picture is from 75 years ago. It is from the dawn of the era of rocketry

coincidentally in Roswell, New Mexico, 75 years ago. 

Rocket without its casing. Thin-walled steel tanks containing liquid fuels and oxidizer, plumbing, turbopumps pump liquid propellants into a combustion chamber, nozzle, 
and guidance and control systems. With exception of the latter, everything is done the same way today.
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• What’s not hard



Newtonian Mechanics: velocity necessary for LEO:  ~8km/s  =  ~18,000 mph  =  ~Mach 24

Chemistry: why not use higher energy propellants? (higher specific energy, and/or energy density)?

because they’re aren’t any.  H2 + O2 liberates 19MJ/kg.  That is all nature allows.

necessity for staging - carrying the weight of the empty tanks, and the extra engines, would reduce the payload fraction to < 0




you have to pump it - more on that later

then you mix it, and ignite it, and it burns in the chamber, heats, and expands shooting out of the nozzle propelling the rocket forward, if all goes well.

lets talk about the mixing, burning, and expanding for a moment, since that’s where the energy is released.

Saturn V, Falcon 9, whatever - same story. Staged, liquid fuel + LOX, turbo pumps, combustion chambers, precision lightweight construction with expensive materials.



650-second test of a RS-25 (ssme) 

video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGsRS-s7Rv0

For LOX hydrogen, T_chamber = 3650K  (~= melting point of tungsten, >rhenium, >niobium, >>steel)

For LOX kerosene like F1 & Merlin, T_chamber is higher still

Hotter than cutting torch.

So chamber and nozzle are cooled. With cryogenic gasses (think about that). Thermal flux at throat can be > 100MW/m^2  (100,000 times solar flux)



I say “burning and expanding” but if it happened anywhere else besides a combustion chamber in an engine, we would say it is exploding.

hydrogen +oxygen, or kerosene+oxygen, or methane+oxygen basically explodes.






This is rotor from M2 rocket turbopump. 

rocket exhaust comes in on left (here), powers turbine, cryogenic fuel is pumped using axial screw on right.

extreme thermal gradients. Hydrogen embrittlement. Oxidative stress.



SSME (RS-25)

combined cycle (there are many others)

pre-burners

fuel feed

turbopumps (four of them)

injector

thrust chamber

nozzle (regenerative cooling)







Turbopump are basically rocket-driven pumps

SSME high pressure turbopump runs 35,360 rpm with a power of 71,140 hp 

delivering over 1000 lbs of (fuel + oxidizer) per second 








The H2 pump boosts the pressure to 6,515 psia (~450 bars), and operates at approximately 35,360 rpm with a power of 71,140 hp.



category 5 hurricane (150mph) = 67m/s, altitude=0km, density=1.0 atm, 




category 5 hurricane (150mph) = 67m/s, altitude=0km, density=1.0 atm, 




Max Q comparison: 

orbital rocket launch. shuttle max Q at v ~ 1000m/s   altitude ~10km, density ~1/3 atm. 

category 5 hurricane (150mph) = 67m/s, altitude=0km, density=1.0 atm, 

so velocity has gone up by a factor of 15.  And density has gone down by a factor of 3. 

but dynamic pressure is q = (1/2) rho v^2.   And v^2 has gone up by 225.  So q has gone up by 225/3 =75 compared to category 5 hurricane. 

max q is 75 times more stress than a cat 5 hurricane


What material can stand up to stresses like these? Especially when everything has to be made thin and lightweight?



margins 

when you build a ship, or a bridge, or a building, or an airplane you design in margins.

material properties + loads estimate —> model  —> design (how thick does the hull have to be, how many bolts do you need…)

materials properties are inaccurate and manufacturing is flawed, so add in 25%

loads estimate may be off, and there will be rare anomalous loads, so add in 25%

model may be inaccurate, so add in 25% —> 2x design margin.

can’t do that with a 10% payload fraction.
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Nothing has flown more than 50 times without a launch failure.

failure rate across all launches ~5%

rockets get more reliable over the long term - or do they?
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ADD / CALL OUT HUMAN RATED SOYUZ

More launches —> higher failure ratio (?)

Just rename your rocket after 10 launches (Rubel)

The one Shuttle launch failure is the only launch failure to have resulted in fatalities (to astronauts, see Long March and N-1). 

Average launch failure rate for manned missions ~2/300 (a little less than 1%). The other failure was Soyuz T-10a in 1983.




Mercury Redstone-1 launch failure.



Apollo LAS test



Explosive bolts fired to separate the descent module from the service 
module and the upper launch payload shroud from the lower. Then the 
escape system motor fired, dragging the orbital module and descent 
module, encased within the upper shroud, free of the booster with an 
acceleration of 14 to 17g for five seconds. According to Titov, "We could feel 
the booster swaying from side to side. Then there was a sudden vibration 
and a jerking sensation as the LES activated." Just after the escape tower 
pulled the descent module away, the booster exploded with its remains 
burning on the pad for nearly 20 hours.  

Four grid fins on the outside of the shroud opened and the descent module 
separated from the orbital module at an altitude of 650 meters (2132 feet), 
dropping free of the shroud. The descent module discarded its heat shield, 
exposing the solid-fuel landing rockets, and deployed a fast-opening 
emergency parachute. Touchdown occurred about four kilometers (2.4 
miles) from the launch pad. The two crew members were badly bruised 
after the high acceleration, but were otherwise in good health and did 
not require any medical attention. Upon being greeted by recovery 
crews, they immediately asked for cigarettes to steady their nerves. The 
cosmonauts were then given shots of vodka to help them relax.

Soyuz T-10a  September 26, 1983, intended to visit the Salyut 7 space station

The explosion and fires severely damaged LC-1 (the same pad used by Sputnik 1 and Vostok 1), which cost an estimated 300 million USD to repair.[citation needed] 
Official records claim that the LES activated a mere six seconds before the booster exploded, but some estimates put the time as low as two seconds.
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minimal improvement in cost. 

minimal if any improvement in reliability.

lots of smart people. lots of money.

In spite of advances in materials (composites), manufacturing (CNC), in spite of general technological advances like digital electronics and internet.

Suggestion from Josh T: add histogram of launch failure rate per year, aggregated over all LVs



data from: http://www.spacelaunchreport.com/logdec.html 

(“failure” means launch was initiated but the vehicle did not achieve the desired orbit, or near the desired orbit)

In spite of lots of really smart hardworking people. lots of money, for 50 years there has minimal if any improvement in reliability.  And minimal if any improvement in cost 
per kg to LEO.

In spite of advances in materials (composites), manufacturing (CNC), in spite of general technological advances like digital electronics and internet we’ve stayed at 94% 
reliability.

Perhaps 94% reliability is good as is possible given physics etc.

Or perhaps it is as good as possible given the physics, without spending “way to much money”, i.e. perhaps it is the economic optimum.

There have been 300 crewed launch attempts to orbit with 2 failures: Soyuz T10A and Challenger. 

99.3% success rate. Unmanned 91.1%

There must be some elasticity in reliability vs. cost because it looks like human space launch is more reliable (and of course more expensive): Humans will pay a lot more 
for reliability if humans are on board. 

How much LESS will they pay of no humans are on board?
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Yellow curve is expected number of launches to deliver a payload to orbit, given said reliability (on x axis, left-hand y-axis)

green curve is hypothetical launch industry’s minimum that they charge per kg (notional). Different launch systems have different reliability. Anything below the green 
curve is not viable for them.  Manned launch systems (green far right) are very reliable, and very expensive.

blue line curve what we (Planet) are willing to pay for launch, for any given reliability.  Anything above the blue line is too expensive for us.

blue dot is around where we are now - we are willing to pay some $/kg and launch 

So we would be willing to pay somewhat more for more reliability and importantly we would be willing to accept less reliability, for a discount. 

We’d be willing to accept very low reliability for deep discount. Simple linear relationship (approximately).  Most customers wouldn’t.  Why?

The right hand part of the region between the green and blue curves is where we and the launch provers negotiate and compete.

We hope that micro-launchers can actually deliver in that region.

Blue curve assumes launch cost dominates - sats cost approximately nothing.  It says we’d pay a little even to launch with 10% reliability.

But In reality we have the blue dotted line. Because our sats do cost money, we are willing to pay a little more for more reliability, and require more of a discount for low 
reliability (somewhat offset by responsive launches, not factored in here).

Eventually, for really expensive sats, there is no room for discounted, low reliability launch providers. That has been the situation until micro-satellites.
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The right hand part of the region between the green and blue curves is where we and the launch provers negotiate and compete.

We hope that micro-launchers can actually deliver in that region.

Blue curve assumes launch cost dominates - sats cost approximately nothing.  It says we’d pay a little even to launch with 10% reliability.

But In reality we have the blue dotted line. Because our sats do cost money, we are willing to pay a little more for more reliability, and require more of a discount for low 
reliability (somewhat offset by responsive launches, not factored in here).

Eventually, for really expensive sats, there is no room for discounted, low reliability launch providers. That has been the situation until micro-satellites.
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Launch Is Hard
• Physics (Newtonian mechanics, “rocket equation”)

• Physics (chemistry, specific enthalpy)

• Physics (fluid dynamics, turbopumps, “max-q”)

• Physics (materials science)

• Engineering (low margins)

• Manufacture - particularly inspection, test, QA

• Math - cascading error probabilities, limited rollback (abort) 



On earth, getting into orbit with chemical rockets it is 
at the edge of what is physically possible.  That’s why 
launch is hard.

If earth were slightly more massive, chemical rockets - no matter what compounds we used as fuel, and no matter what materials we made them out of, would not reach 
orbit.
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Is Space Hard?
• Launch is hard.

• Low margins propagate to payload

• For (big) satellites, testing is hard

• Can't fix (hardware) in space 

• Failures are very often catastrophic

• Traditional spacecraft are expensive, can’t re-fly 
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Is Space Hard?
• Keeping space mechanisms functional for long periods was hard.

• Keeping  humans healthy in micro-gravity is hard.

• Radiation protection for humans to Mars 

• Simple satellites for operation in LEO

• Social issues are hard:

• complexity, vested interests, hubris, institutional memory

• mission creep: e.g. adding crew capability to unmanned systems 

• these are not particular to space  - they are shared by all large projects
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